The Preservation Board Meeting will be accessible for online viewing at:
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/85300685218?pwd=eUxCM2tvRlBoZytBUHd1SkRZVGo2dz09
or via phone at: 312-626-6799 with Meeting ID: 853 0068 5218 and Passcode: 408767
Due to the current COVID-19 Global Pandemic and subsequent Federal, State and
Local Public Health Orders, for the protection of the public and in keeping with
CDC guidelines, the meeting will be held by videoconference.

In order to ensure all Board members and the public are able to connect successfully, we
recommend that you call in or join via Zoom (for video) starting at 3:45 PM to allow time to
troubleshoot any connection issues. The host will open the phone lines and initiate the Zoom
meeting at that time. Should you have a problem accessing the meeting, please call Daniel
Krasnoff, Cultural Resources Office Director, at (314) 276-5915.
• For those participating in the teleconference, in order to ensure all participants can hear the
audio in the meeting, it is essential that your phone or microphone be muted when you are
not speaking.
• Please follow any guidelines or rules established by the Chairman of the Preservation Board
during the meeting.
• If you wish to speak for the public hearing, and you are on your computer, please list your
name, and the topic you wish to address sent to everyone in the chat section of this virtual
meeting. The chair will address you individually, at which time we ask that you un-mute
yourself to speak. Once you are done, please state that you are finished and resume the mute
functionality.
• If you wish to speak for the public hearing and you are on a phone, and not at a computer
or online personal device with a screen, once all physical or virtual comment cards submitters
have had their time to speak, the chair will ask if anyone on the phone has additional
comments. At that time, please unmute by pressing *6 and state your first name. If more than
one individual has identified themselves, the chair will ask one person to speak at a time. Each
person must state very clearly, their name, affiliation (if any), and address and proceed to
comment. Once you are done, please state that you are finished and resume the mute
functionality by pressing *6.
People who need accommodations related to accessibility should contact Mr. Krasnoff at
krasnoffd@stlouis-mo.gov or by phone at (314) 276-5915 or (314) 589-6000 (TTY).
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DIRECTOR’S REPORT

A.
DATE:
ADDRESS:
ITEM:
JURISDICTION:
STAFF:

December 28, 2020
22 Westmoreland Place
Preliminary Review: Construction of a greenhouse in the side yard
Central West End Historic District — Ward 28
Andrea Gagen, Cultural Resources Office

22 WESTMORELAND PLACE

OWNER:
Ann Marie Behm & Mat Turner
APPLICANT:
Fendler + Associates, Inc./Paul Fendler
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
That the Preservation Board withhold preliminary
approval of the proposal as the greenhouse does not
meet the Central West End Historic District
standards.
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THE PROJECT
The application is a Preliminary Review for construction of a new accessory building in the Central West
End Historic District. The applicant has applied to construct a greenhouse in the side yard of the
property. The Central West End Historic District standards require that accessory building be placed to
the rear of, and if possible, behind the main building. In this case, it is neither to the rear nor behind the
main structure.

RELEVANT LEGISLATION:
Excerpt from Ordinance #69423, Central West End Historic District:
NEW CONSTRUCTION OR ADDITIONS TO EXISTING RESIDENTIAL OR INSTITUTIONAL BUILDINGS:
When designing a new residential or institutional building, the height, scale, mass, and materials of the
existing buildings and the context of the immediate surroundings shall be strongly considered. When
designing an addition to an historic building, the addition shall be compatible in height, scale, mass, and
materials to the historic fabric of the original building. The new addition, however, should be easily
distinguishable from the existing historic building.
B. Location
A new or relocated structure shall be positioned on its respective lot so that the width of the façade
and the distance between buildings shall be within 10 percent of such measurements for a majority
of the existing structures on the block face to ensure that any existing rhythm of recurrent building
masses to spaces is maintained. The established setback from the street shall also be strictly
maintained. Garages and other accessory buildings, as well as parking pads, must be sited to the
rear of, and if at all possible, directly behind the main building on the lot.
Does not comply. The greenhouse will be next to the main structure, not to the rear of it.
F. Accessory Buildings
A new accessory building, including a garage, shall be designed and constructed in a manner that is
complementary in quality and character with the primary structure and neighboring buildings.
Complementary structures are appropriate in scale and use a similar type and quality of materials.
Design details from the main building should not be replicated, but such details may be modified
and reduced in scale to express the same architectural presence in a simpler way. When not visible,
materials other than those of the primary building may be used for exterior walls.
Complies. Building is appropriate in scale and its foundation brick will match the brick on the
house.
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PRELIMINARY FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION:
The Cultural Resources Office’s consideration of the criteria for new residential construction in the
Central West End Historic District Standards led to these preliminary findings:


The proposed site for construction, 22 Westmoreland Place, is located in the Central West End
Local Historic District.



The placement of a greenhouse in the side yard, near the front of the building is not historically
appropriate and is in contradiction to the requirements of the Central West End Standards



The design complies with the requirements for accessory buildings in the Central West End
Historic District, with the exception of its location.

Based on the preliminary findings, the Cultural Resources Office recommends that the Preservation
Board withhold preliminary approval of the proposed greenhouse.

PROPOSED SITE PLAN
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SECTION THROUGH GREENHOUSE BRICK BASE

EXAMPLE OF PROPOSED GREENHOUSE
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VIEWS OF PROPOSED GREENHOUSE LOCATION
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B.
DATE:
ADDRESS:
ITEM:
JURISDICTION:
STAFF:

December 28, 2020
4220 Maryland Avenue
Preliminary Review: construct a 2-story single-family house
Central West End Local Historic District — Ward 18
Jan Cameron, Cultural Resources Office

4220 MARYLAND AVENUE

OWNERS:
Jinzan Development LLC
ARCHITECT:
Arno Sandoval
RECOMMENDATION:
That the Preservation Board grant preliminary
approval of the revised design with the
stipulation that final design details and exterior
materials will be reviewed and approved by the
Cultural Resources Office.
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THE PROPOSAL:
The Preservation Board/Cultural Resources Office has jurisdiction regarding new construction, building
rehabilitation and site improvements within the Central West End Certified Local Historic District. The
applicant proposes to construct a two-story house on a narrow, vacant site at 4220 Maryland Avenue, in
the Central West End District.

RELEVANT LEGISLATION:
Excerpt from Ordinance #69423, Revised Rehabilitation and New Construction Standards for Ordinance
#56768, the Central West End Historic District.
New Construction or Additions to Existing Residential or Institutional Buildings
When designing a new residential or institutional building, the height, scale, mass, and materials of the
existing buildings and the context of the immediate surroundings shall be strongly considered….
A. Height, Scale and Mass
A new low-rise building, including all appurtenances, must be constructed within 15 percent of the
average height of existing low-rise buildings that form the block-face. Floor levels, water tables and
foundation levels shall appear to be at the same level as those of neighboring buildings. When one
roof shape is employed in a predominance of existing buildings in the streetscape, any proposed new
construction or alteration shall follow the same roof design.
Partly complies. The height of the proposed building is generally consistent with other
buildings on Maryland. Floor heights will also be similar. The proposed front half-gable is not
an element present on other houses on the block but the building height and angle of the
gable have been revised to reflect the angle of dormers, which are ubiquitous on the street.
The narrowness of the building is a result of the parcel width and lack of adjacent neighbor
support to encroach upon the property line(s).
B. Location
A new or relocated structure shall be positioned on its respective lot so that the width of the façade and
the distance between buildings shall be within 10 percent of such measurements for a majority of the
existing structures on the block face to ensure that any existing rhythm of recurrent building masses to
spaces is maintained. The established setback from the street shall also be strictly maintained. Garages
and other accessory buildings, as well as parking pads, must be sited to the rear of, and if at all possible,
directly behind the main building on the lot.
Complies. The building conforms to the building line of the street.
C. Exterior Materials
In the historic district, brick and stone masonry and stucco are dominant, with terra cotta, wood and
metal used for trim and other architectural features. Exterior materials on new construction shall
conform to established uses. For example, roof materials shall be slate, tile, copper or architectural
composite shingles where the roof is visible from public or common areas.
All new building materials shall be the same as the dominant materials of adjacent buildings.
Artificial masonry is not permitted, except that cast stone that replicates sandstone or limestone is
allowed when laid up in the same manner as natural stone. Cementitious or other paintable siding
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of appropriate dimension is an acceptable substitute for wood clapboards. A submission of samples
of all building materials, including mortar, shall be required prior to approval.
The pointing of mortar joints on masonry additions to historic buildings shall match that on the
original building in color, texture, composition and joint profile.
Generally complies. The front façade is approximately 30% primary material, which is brick.
The brick returns a short distance on the west façade, which is not street-visible. The east
faces, which is adjacent to a large side yard, has been revised to be completely brick.
D. Fenestration
New buildings and building additions shall be designed with window openings on all elevations
visible from the street. Windows on the front façade shall be of the same proportions and operation
as windows in adjacent buildings and their total area should be within 10% of the window area of
the majority of buildings on the block.
Generally complies. Windows in the proposed design are similar in proportion to historic
windows but the fenestration pattern itself is contemporary.
E. Decks
Given the urban context of the neighborhood, the relative narrowness of building lots, and the
general interests of privacy, terraces or patios at grade are preferable to elevated decks. When it is
desired to construct a deck, such construction shall be at the rear of the residence. Where visible
from the street, design and construction shall be compatible with the building to which it is
appended, and the deck shall be constructed of finished materials, be of a shape and scale similar to
that of an historic porch or patio, and be partially screened with landscaping or opaque fencing to
limit visibility.
Complies.
F. Accessory Buildings
A new accessory building, including a garage, shall be designed and constructed in a manner that is
complementary in quality and character with the primary structure and neighboring buildings.
Complementary structures are appropriate in scale and use a similar type and quality of materials.
Design details from the main building should not be replicated, but such details may be modified
and reduced in scale to express the same architectural presence in a simpler way. When not visible,
materials other than those of the primary building may be used for exterior walls.
Design and materials of the garage has not been received.
G. Curb Cuts and Driveways
Where curb cuts for vehicles and driveways did not exist historically, new ones shall not be
introduced. Curb cuts for pedestrians at street intersections, mid-block crossings, passenger dropoff and loading zones, and similar locations shall be allowed. Where a parcel is not served by alley
access, proposed exceptions shall be considered on a case-by-case basis and evaluated for design
suitability.
Complies. No new curb cuts are proposed.
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CITY OF ST. LOUIS PRESERVATION BOARD COMPATIBLE NEW CONSTRUCTION POLICY
Rules
General
The following components are divided into two categories:


Required compatibility
These elements must be very closely related to both properties immediately adjacent to the
proposed structure and within the same block as the proposed structure.



Allowed differentiation
At least one element is allowed which is intended to break with the traditional design pattern on
the block, although that element(s) must have a rationale that ensures the design does not
appear to be haphazard or too incongruous with immediately adjacent properties or those on
the block.
These rules do not supersede any regulations in existing or future historic district standards that have
been approved as an ordinance of the City of St. Louis.

If the approach is to include differentiated design elements, then it is required that there be a meeting
to review the project including the applicant, CRO staff and neighborhood representative:
The Cultural Resources Office suggested review of the project under the Compatible New
Construction Standards, as is allowed under the Preservation Board’s new policy. A meeting was
held on December 8, 2020 with the applicant, the project architects and two representatives of
the Central West End Association. The applicants have made a number of revisions to the original
proposal that reflect comments from this meeting.

SUMMARY OF CULTURAL RESOURCES OFFICE REVIEW -- COMPATIBLE NEW CONSTRUCTION POLICY:
Required Compatibility
Height: ...................................................... Complies.
Massing: .................................................... Partly complies. The lot is very narrow and therefore the
design cannot comply with the requirement of the house
being within 3 feet of the width of adjacent properties. The
height of the building has been revised to more closely
reflect other properties on the street.
Setback and Block Face:............................ Complies.
Street-facing Composition: ....................... Complies.
Windows & doors: .................................... Complies.
Materials on Street-Visible Facades: ........ Complies.
Solar Panels............................................... Not applicable.
Mechanicals/Utilities: ............................... Not determined at this time.
Ancillary Buildings:.................................... Not applicable.
Site: ........................................................... Complies.
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ALLOWED DIFFERENTIATION:
Materials: ................................ No differentiation. Approximately 30% of the front façade will be sided.
Color: ...................................... No differentiation.
Fenestration:........................... No differentiation.
Percent of Solid to Void: ......... No differentiation.
Openings: ................................ Differentiation. While windows need not replicate historic doublehungs,
they must not detract from the historic character of the block. The
projecting center “dormer” window dominates the front elevation and is
not compatible in any way with elements of the historic streetscape.
Decorative Elements: .............. Differentiation The current design lacks the decorative cornice, brick
detailing, window arches and stone sills of the Model Example(s) of
adjacent buildings.
SUMMARY:
Based upon the criteria in the Contemporary New Construction Policy, the Cultural Resources Office
recommends that the revised design be approved.

PRELIMINARY FINDINGS & CONCLUSION:
The Cultural Resources Office’s consideration of the Central West End Historic District standards for New
Construction or Additions to Existing Residential or Institutional Buildings led to these preliminary
findings.


4220 Maryland Avenue is located in the Central West End Local Historic District.



The Central West End Standards for New Construction require that new buildings replicate the
siting, massing, scale, street rhythm and exterior materials of adjacent buildings.



The proposal conforms to the requirements for Compatible New Construction in a
contemporary design.

Based on these preliminary findings, the Cultural Resources Office recommends that the Preservation
Board grant preliminary approval of the proposed design with the stipulation that final design details
and exterior materials will be reviewed and approved by the Cultural Resources Office.
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PROPOSED SITE PLAN (NORTH IS BELOW)

RENDERING LOOKING SOUTHWEST FROM MARYLAND
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FRONT ELEVATION IN CONTEXT WITH ADJACENT HOUSE — ORIGINAL

FRONT ELEVATION IN CONTEXT WITH ADJACENT HOUSE — REVISED DESIGN
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REVISED STREETSCAPE

WEST ELEVATION (VISIBLE) — ORIGINAL DESIGN

WEST ELEVATION (VISIBLE) — REVISED DESIGN
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PROPERTIES ADJACENT TO EAST

PROPERTIES ADJACENT TO WEST
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C.
DATE:
ADDRESS:
ITEM:
JURISDICTION:
STAFF:

December 28, 2020
2438 McNair Avenue (rear)
Preliminary Review: construct open-air addition to existing restaurant
Benton Park Local Historic District — Ward 9
Jan Cameron, Cultural Resources Office

2438 McNAIR AVENUE (REAR—FACING VICTOR STREET)

OWNER:
Vince Valenza
ARCHITECT:
Killen Studio Architects
Cori Hinterser
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
That the Preservation Board withhold preliminary
approval for the new construction because the
design does not bear a strong enough resemblance
to the Model Example(s).
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THE PROJECT
The Cultural Resources Office/Preservation Board has jurisdiction over new construction in the Benton
Park Local Historic District. The applicant proposes to construct a one-story, open-air addition on the
site of a patio for Melo’s Pizza, which faces Victor Street. The pizza restaurant is located at the rear of
the parcel at the corner of McNair and Victor Street, in a rehabilitated garage structure. The design of
the enclosure is based upon the pizza restaurant storefront, which was approved by CRO staff in 2015.
The restaurant at the corner, Blues City Deli, is under the same general ownership as Melo’s Pizza. The
standards require that the proposed addition be based upon a Model Example. Although Model
Examples have been submitted, the design does not resemble them. This application is being reviewed
solely by the historic district standards.
RELEVANT LEGISLATION:
Excerpt from Ordinance #67175, Benton Park Historic District:

PART III
HISTORIC DISTRICT DESIGN STANDARDS
SECTION THREE. There are two basic concepts inherent in these Standards. They are embodied in the
definitions of Public, Semi‐Public, and Private facades and the requirement for Model Examples….
2. Making the submission of a Model Example a prerequisite to obtaining approval of plans to
construct or reconstruct building elements or to construct new buildings has two important
advantages. First, it ensures that building elements will be compatible with the building for which
they are to be constructed and that new buildings will be appropriate in their architectural
environment. Second, it enables those seeking such approval to clearly communicate their plans
to the Commission.
Does not comply. Although the architect has submitted examples of historic pavilions, the
current proposal does not follow any of them. Instead, it uses panels to continue the design
of the existing restaurant’s non-historic storefront.
ARTICLE 1: DEFINITIONS
101.14 Model Example
Comment: Throughout these Standards, a Model Example is often required as a basis for
comparison and as a source of ideas for reconstructed elements and for new construction.
1. A building or element(s) of a single building type or style constructed prior to 75 years ago:
1. Existing or once existing within:
1. the Benton Park Historic District; or
2. The City of St. Louis, provided it is of a form and architectural style currently or
once found within the Benton Park Historic District; and
2. Offered to prove that:
1. A design proposed for constructing or reconstructing a building will result in a
building element compatible with the building for which it is to be constructed; or
2. A design proposed for constructing a new building will result in a building
compatible with its architectural environment; and
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3. Of a comparable form, architectural style and use as:
1. The building to receive the constructed or reconstructed element; or
2. The building to be constructed.
This design is based upon the existing one-story restaurant and its nonhistoric façade. It is not considered a contributing resource to the Benton
Park Historic District.
2. A Model Example shall be evidenced by a series of photographs or photographic
reproductions…which shall include the following:
1. In the case of proposed construction or reconstruction…
2. In the case of proposed new construction:
1. Photographs or photographic reproductions showing, in its entirety, the public façade
and, where possible, each façade of the Model Example building; and
2. Photographs, or photographic reproductions showing, in detail, special elements
thereof, including, but not limited to windows, cornices and dormers.
Not applicable.
3. The Model Example concept is not intended to preclude contemporary designs but to assure that
they are compatible with their environment.
Not applicable.
ARTICLE 3: NEW BUILDINGS
301

Public and Semi-Public Facades of New Construction
The Public and Semi-Public Facades of new construction shall be reviewed based on a Model
Example taking into consideration the following:

301.1 Site
A site plan shall describe the following:
1. Alignment
1. New buildings shall have their Public Facade parallel to the Public Facade of the adjacent
buildings....
Complies. The Public Facade of the addition will face Victor Street, as does the
existing restaurant (Melo’s Pizza).
2. Setback
1. New buildings shall have the same setback as adjacent buildings....
Complies.
301.2 Mass
Mass is the visual displacement of space based on the building's height, width and depth. The
mass of a new building shall be comparable to the mass of the adjacent buildings or to the
common overall building mass within the block, and on the same side of the street.
Does not comply. The addition will add considerably to the mass of the existing building
and follows no Model Example.
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301.3 Scale
1. Scale is the perceived size of a building relative to adjacent structures and the perceived size
of an element of a building relative to other architectural elements (e.g., the size of a door
relative to a window).
2. A new building shall appear to be the same number of stories as other buildings within the
block. Interior floor lines shall also appear to be at levels similar to those of adjacent
buildings....
Does not completely comply. Aside from the existing restaurant structure, all other
buildings along Victor Street are at least two stories in height.
301.4 Proportion
Proportion is a system of mathematical ratios which establish a consistent set of visual
relationships between the parts of a building and to the building as a whole. The proportions of
a new building shall be comparable to those of adjacent build buildings. If there are no buildings
on the block, then the proportions shall be comparable to those of adjacent blocks.
Does not comply. The proposed addition does not replicate the proportions of the small
restaurant building, nor any other building in the vicinity.
301.5 Ratio of Solid to Void
1. The ratio of solid to void is the percentage of opening to solid wall. Openings include doors,
windows and enclosed porches and vestibules.
2. The total area of windows and doors in the Public Facade of a new building shall be no less
than 25% and no more than 33% of the total area of the facade.
3. The height of a window in the Public Facade shall be between twice and three times the
width.
4. The ratio of solid to void may be based on a Model Example.
Does not comply. The majority of the front elevation is, but in inclement weather will
enclosed by removable transparent panels.
301.6 Facade Material and Material Color
1. Finish materials shall be one of the following:
1. For walls:
1. Kiln-fired brick (2-1/3" by 8" by 3-5/8")
Comment: Brick within the Benton Park Historic District is typically laid in a running
bond with natural grey, white or red mortar. Typical joints include concave, struck
and v-groove. Most brick within the Benton Park Historic District is red or orange
with only minor variations in coloration.
2. Stone common to the Benton Park Historic District.
3. Scored stucco and sandstone.
4. 4" lap wood siding or vinyl siding which appears as 4" wood siding based on a Model
Example.
Does not comply. The design uses a series of panels similar to those of the
restaurant storefront.
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2. For foundations:
1. Stone, new or reused, which matches that used in the Benton Park Historic District;
2. Cast-in-place concrete with a stone veneer; or
3. Cast-in-place concrete, painted.
Not applicable.
2. Finished facade materials shall be their natural color or the color of the natural material
which they replicate or if sandstone, painted. Limestone may be painted.
Not applicable.
3. Glazing shall be clear, uncolored glass or based on a Model Example.
Not applicable.

PRELIMINARY FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION:
The Cultural Resources Office’s consideration of the Benton Park Historic District standards for new
construction led to these preliminary findings.


2438 McNair is located in the Benton Park Local Historic District.



No appropriate Model Example has been submitted.



The proposal does not comply with all requirements of the Benton Park Standards for new
construction, but the design has been developed to continue the proportions and detailing of
the existing storefront.

The Cultural Resources Office recommends that the Preservation Board withhold preliminary approval for
the proposed construction at 2438 McNair Avenue at this time, until the design is revised to comply with
the standards and follows an acceptable Model Example.
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SITE PLAN

HISTORIC MODEL EXAMPLES SUBMITTED

FRONT ELEVATION AT VICTOR
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PERSPECTIVE LOOKING NORTHEAST

PERSPECTIVE AT PATIO (WEST FAÇADE)
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SITE OF THE ADDITON WITH THE PIZZA RESTAURANT ON THE RIGHT

LOOKING NORTHEAST FROM McNAIR & VICTOR
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DETAIL OF DOORS & PANELS ON EXISTING RESTAURANT FACADE
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